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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, D will denote an integral domain with identity and 
K will denote the quotient field of D. -4n overring of D will always mean a 
subring of R containing D. If  A is an ideal of D, then the A-tmnsfomz of D, 
denoted by T(A), is the set of elements x in K such that x/P C D for some 
positive integer FZ. The ideal transform (,4-transform) was introduced by 
Nagata in [ll and 121, and subsequently studied in [l, 3, 4, and 81. In this 
paper we investigate some new properties of the ideal transform. In particular, 
we consider the following conditions on the domain D: 
(T1) T(AB) = T(4) + T(B) for all ideals A and B of D. 
(I‘,) T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) for all finitely generated ideals A and 
B of D. 
(Tsj T(AB) = T(=l) + T(B) for all principal ideals 9 and B of D. 
T(A) is always an overring of D [Ill, but T(A) + T(B) is not necessarily 
an overring of D, since T(A) + T(B) may not be closed under multiplication. 
I f  A and B are ideals of D such that T(AB) = T(A) + T(B), then we say that 
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the transform formula holds for A and B. D satisjies the transform form& if Tl 
holds in D. Domains which satisfy property Ti are called T&maim. 
Section 2 is concerned with the question of when the transform formula 
holds for ideals A and B of an arbitrary integral domain D. Theorem 2 gives 
characterizations of principal ideals -4 and B of D for which the transform 
formula holds. In Section 3 we show that a domain D has property T2 
(resp., Ts) if and only if D, has property T, (resp., TJ, for each maximal 
ideal 111 of D. From this result it follows that a Priifer domain is a T,-domain. 
Properties Tl , T2 , and T3 are used to give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for certain classes of overrings of D to form a distributive lattice. 
The main result of Section 4 is the characterization of Noetherian domains 
satisfying properties Tl and T3 . The characterization is given in Theorem 9: 
In a Noetherian domain D, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(1) dimension D < 1, (2) D satisfies property ,Tl , and (3) D satisfies prop- 
erty T3 . 
In Section 5 we discuss ideal transforms in Krull domains and more 
general domains. Corollary 13 states that in a Krull domain D, the properties 
Tr , Tz , T3 , and Dedekind are equivalent. In the case of Krull domains, the 
transform formula has a particularly interesting interpretation. By a lemma 
of Nagata [l 11, if A is an ideal of a Krull domain D, then T(A) is the inter- 
section of all Dp , where P ranges over the set of minimal prime ideals of D 
not containing A. Hence in a Krull domain, the question as to when the 
transform formula holds can be interpreted as follows: If  9 = { VA}AEA is the 
family of essential valuations of D and if sr , %a are subfamilies of g such 
that p - Fr and fl- Fs are finite, when does this equality hold ? 
n{vA: rfA E sl n s2j = n { vA : vA E sl)- + n {IfA : v,j E q 
Some partial answers are given to this question in Section 5. Corollary 19 
shows that if T(A) + T(B) = T(C), w h ere A, B and C are ideals of a Krull 
domain, then T(A) + T(B) = T(AB). 
In the last section of the paper we give an example of an almost Dedekind 
domain D that does not satisfy the transform formula. This shows, among 
other things, that property T, does not imply property Tl . 
We will use “L” for inclusion and “C” for proper inclusion. For a principal 
ideal (x), we write T(x) instead of T((x)). I f  ,4 and B are two ideals of D, we 
sometimes write T(A, B) instead of T(A + B). The radical of an ideal A is 
denoted by rad A. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
In this section we assume that D is an arbitrary integral domain with identity 
with quotient field K. We first list some elementary results about ideal trans- 
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forms which will be used throughout this paper. Next, necessary and sufficient 
conditions are given for principal ideals A and B of D to satisfy the transform 
formula. Finally, several different conditions are shown to be sufficient for the 
transform formula to hold for ideals A and B of D. 
PROPOSITIOS 1. Let A, A, , A, ,..., -4, , and B be ideals of D. 
(a) If  k is a positive integer such that dk C B, then T(A) 1 T(B). 
(bj gSei andfi are positive integers, for 1 < i < n., then 
T(APAF ... A;) z T(A:‘A$ . . ~ Af,“). * 
(cj If the hypothesis is as in (b), then T(Ap + -42 + ... + A>) = 
T(Ap +- A$ + ... + A2). In particular, if (al, a2 ,..., a,) is an ideal 
of D, then T(a& a$ ,..., a2) = T(a, , a2 ,..., a,). 
(d) T(AB)2 T(A) + T(B). 
(e) If d 2 B, then T(AB) = T(B) = T(A) + T(B). 
(f) If T(B) = D or if T(B) = K, then T(AB) = T(4) + T(B). 
(g) T(A n B) = T(AB). 
(h) T(A) n T(B) = T(A + B). 
Pr-oof. (a): This follows directly from the definition of the ideal transform. 
(b): Each of the ideals -4pAir ... -42 and -;33A$ .v. -4in contains a 
power of the other. By (a), 
T(ATA;? -.. A4;;) = T(/@: -.. -4;). 
(c): This is proved in the same way as (b). 
(d): Since AB is contained in both A and B, T(ABj 2 T(A ) and 
T(AB) 2 T(B). But T(AB), T(A), and T(B) are D-submodules of K. Hence 
T(ABj 2 T(A) + T(B). 
(e): Since B 2 AL? 2 B2, it follows that 
T(AB) = T(B) = T(iZ) + T(B). 
(f): Suppose that T(.B) = D. If  N E T(AB), then for some positive 
integer n, xAnBn C D. Hence, xA7i C T(B) = D, and this implies that 
x E T(S). Therefore, T(,4B) = T(A) = T(A) + T(B). I f  T(B) = K, then 
T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) = K. 
(g): The formula follows directly from the inclusions 
(-4 n B)” C AB C (A n Bj 
and part (a). 
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(h): It is clear that T(d + B) is a subset of T(A) n T(B). I f  
x E T(A) n T(B), then there exist positive integers m and n such that xA” _C D 
and x.BI” _C D. It follows x(A + Bp+12 CD, and x E T(d + B). 
LEMMA 1. (i) Suppose that A and B aye ideals of D such that 
(A + B)T(A, B) = T(A, B). 
Then for each positive integer k, (~2~ + B”)T(A, B) = T(A, B). 
(ii) If A and B are coma&ma1 ideals of D and if C is any ideal of D, 
then T(14BC) = T(Z) + T(BC). 
(iii) Suppose that A and B are ideals of D and suppose that A is invertible. 
Then, T(AB) = T(A)T(B). 
(iv) If A and B are ideals of D, if C is a$nitely generated ideal of D, and 
if T(A) contains T(B), then T(AC) 2 T(BC). 
Proof. (i): We have 
(A + B)T(A, B) = AT@, 12) + BT(A, B) = T(A, B). 
Thus, the ideals AT(A, B) and BT(,4, B) of T(A, B) are comaximal. 
Therefore, the ideals 
[AT@, B)]” = AhT(B, B) and [BT(A, B)]” = B’;T(,4, B) 
are comaximal in T(A, B), for each positive integer k. 
(ii): Parts (a) and (d) of Proposition 1 imply that 
T(ABC) 2 T(K) + T(BC). 
Take an element z in T(ABC). For some positive integer n, x(ABC)” C D. 
We write 1 = a + b, where a E A’” and b E Bn. Then xaBnCn CD, 
zbAnCn _C D, and z = za + zb E T(BC) + T(AC). 
(iii): The containment T(S)T(B) _C T(AB) always holds. If  x E T(AB) 
and if zA”Bn _C D for some positive integer n, then xA” C T(B), and 
z E A-“T(B). It is clear that A-” _C T(A); therefore T(AB) _C T(,rl)T(B). 
(iv): I f  x E T(BC), then x(BC)1E _C D for some positive integer n; 
hence XC” C T(B) C T(A). I f  (cr ,..., c,} is a generating set for c” and if 
qA”i C D for each i, then xCnAk C D, where k = max(k, ,..., k,). Thus 
x: E T(CnAL) = T(CA) and T(BC) _C T(AC). 
Remark 1. Part (iv) of Lemma 1 can be generalized as follows: If  
T(A) 2 T(B), and if C is such that C 2 C, 2 Ck for some finitely generated 
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ideal C, of D and for some positive integer K, then T(ACj 2 T(BC). $Ve 
have AC 2 -4C, 3_ AC” > (AC)‘;, so T(AC) = T(ACI). Similarly, 
T(BC) = T(BC,). 
By Lemma 1 (iv), T(AC,) >_ T(BC,), and so T(d4C) I T(K). 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be ideals of D a?zd suppose that there exists an 
inceutible ideal C contained in the rad (3 + B) suck that T(A, B) := T(C). 
Then T(;IB) = T(A) + T(B) and (A + B)T(-4, B) = T(A, B). 
Proof. Since C is an invertible ideal, C is finitely generated. Suppose that k 
is a positive integer. Then C?T(C) !Z T(C) and T(C) C CkT(C) C T(C). 
Therefore, @T(C) = T(C). We can choose a positive integer n such that 
Csl c A + B. Then T(A, B) = T(C) = C”T(C) c (-4 + B)T(C) L T(C) = 
T(A, B), and hence (A + B)T(A, B) == T(d, Bj. 
We prove the first conclusion of Theorem 1 by showing that it follows from 
the second conclusion. Pick N” E T(AB) an d assume that xA”‘B”I _C D, for some 
positive integer 112. Since (A” + B’“)T(,4, B) = T(A, B) by part (i) of 
Lemma 1, we can write 1 = x1 + xa , where x1 E A”‘T(A, B) L -4”‘T(B) and 
x2 E B”;T(.+f, B) C BniT(A). We have z = xc1 + xx, ; we prove that 
zsl E T(Bj and that zwa E T(d). Thus if x1 = x’F=, aiyi , where ai E Aril and 
yi E T(B), then there is a positive integer k such that yiB”’ L D for each i 
between 1 and n. Consequently, 
a,y,zB’L+“L = (xa,B”“)(yiB”) C (zAli2Bin)(yiBk) C D, 
for each i. It follows that ~i’~zB~+“~ Z D and that xlz E T(B). Similarly we can 
show that xl”c E T(A); therefore x E T(A) + T(B). Part (dj of Proposition 1 
implies that T(AB) = T(A) + T(B). 
COROLLARY i. If d and B are ideals of D such that (A + B)T(A, B) = 
T(d, B), then T(AB) = T(S) + T(B).l 
THEOREN 2. If  a and b are elements of D, then the follozuitzg are equivalent: 
(1) T(ab) = T(a) + T(b). 
(2) For any positive integer k, there exist elewzents OL aad ,6 in D, and 
positix)e integers i and j such that ( l/ab)k = cx/ai + /3/bj. 
(3) (a, b)T(a, b) = T(a, b). 
1 With the same hypothesis as Corollary 1, T(rlJ ’ Bj) = T(dJ) + T(BJ) for any 
overring J of D. To prove this we note that 1 E (A+B) T(A, B) C (-4J +BJ) T(-4J, BJ) 
so that (-41 - B]) T(AJ, BJ) = T(AJ, BJ); then apply Corollary 1. 
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Proof. (1) * (2): This implication follows directly from [3, Lemma 2.21, 
which says that if x is a nonzero element of D, then T(x) = D[l/x]. 
(2) * (3): Note that the integers i andj of (2) can always be chosen to 
be equal and to be larger than zero. We need only show that 1 E (a, b)T(a, 6). 
By hypothesis, we choose LY, /3 E D and a positive integer i 3 1 such that 
l/a6 = a/ai + /3/bi. Then, 
(*I 1 = olb/a”-1 + pap-l. 
From (*) we have ,/a”-’ = l/6 - Pa/b” = (&I - ,%)/b”, which implies 
that ol/&l E D[l/b] = T(b). Similarly, j3/bi-l E T(a). Therefore, 
1 = b(+-l) + ~(pp-l) E LZ{D[+] n D[l/b]) + b{D[l/a] n D[l/b]). 
By Brewer’s result on the transform of a finitely generated ideal [3, Proposition 
1.41, we have 1 E aT(a, b) + bT(n, b) = (a, b)T(a, b). 
(3) + (1): Apply Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 2. If J is an overring of D, if x andy are nonzero elements qf D, 
and if T(xyD) = T(xD) + T(yD), then T(xyJ) = T(xJ) + T(y J). 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2 (2). 
THEOREM 3. If A, B, and C are ideals of D such that B + C = D, then 
T(ABC) = T(,4B) + T(BC) if and onZy if T(AC) = T(A) + T(C). 
Proof. From Lemma 1 (ii), T(ABC) = T(AB) + T(AC) and 
T(AB) + T(BC) = T(AB) + T(B) + T(C) = T(AB) +T(C). 
Hence if T(AC) = T(A) + T(C), then 
T(ABC) = T(A) + T(C) + T(AB) 
= T(,4B) + T(C) 
= T(-4B) + T(BC). 
Conversely, suppose that T(,4B) + T(BC) = T(ABC). By the modular 
law, and Proposition 1 (h), 
T(AC) = T(AC) n 7&4BC) 
= T(AC) n [T(AB) + T(C)] 
= T(C) + [T(AC) n T(AB)] 
= T(C) + T(AC + AB) 
= T(C) + q-4). 
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Proposition 1 (e) and (f), L emma 1 (ii), and Corollary 1 give sufficient 
conditions for the formula T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) to hold. Our next result 
adds to this list of sufficient conditions. 
THEOREM 4. Let A and B be ideals of D. 
(1) If A + B is an invertible ideal of D and if C is any ided of D, tker, 
T(ARC) = T(AC) + T(BC). 
(2) If  -4 is an invertible ideal oj D and if T(d) + T(B) is a subring oj .K. 
thelz T(A) + T(B) = T(AB). 
(3) Suppose that T(A) + T(B) = T(C), where A and C are finite& 
generated ideals of D. Then T(A) + T(B) =: T(AB). 
Proof (1): Since A + B is invertible, there exist ideals C, and C, of D 
such that a = C,(A + B) and B = &(A + B) [7, Theorem 6.31. Then 
d + B = (C, -+ C&4 $- B), and since A -+ B is invertible, D == C, + C;, , 
Therefore AC = C,[(A f B)C] and BC = C,[(A + B)C]. Then T(dBC)= 
T(AC I BC) = T(AC) + T(BC), by Lemma 1 (ii). 
(2): Since T(,4) + T(B) is a subring of K, we have 
T(A)T(B) C T(A) f  T(B). 
But Lemma I (iii) shows that T(A)T(B) = T(AB). 
(3): We have T(A) C T(C). By Lemma 1 (iv), T(AC) C T(F)= T(C). 
Since izC c C, it follows that T(AC) = T(C). Next, T(B) _C T(C) = T(AC) 
and AC is finitely generated, so T(ABC) C T(AC) = T(C). Therefore. 
T(C) 2 TfAB) 1 T(A) + T(B) = T(C), which implies that 
T(AB) == T(d) + T(B). 
From the proof of part (3) of Theorem 3 we separate out the following fact- 
which will be used later. 
COROLLARY 3. If A and B are ideals of D, if d is finitely generated, and if 
T(A) 2 T(B), then T(AB) = T(d) = T(A) + T(B). 
3. T,:-DOMAINS AND OVERRINGS OF ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Our first project in this section, which culminates in Theorem 5, is to 
characterize T2- and Ts-domains in terms of their localizations. 
Let Y = (A,JAEA be a multiplicatively closed collection of ideals of D and 
define D, = {Z E K : xA C D for some A E Y”>. D, is called the generalized 
quotient ring of D. These rings were studied in [l and 9-j. 
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LEMMA 2. If A is an ideal of an integral domain D and if J is an overring 
of D, then T(A) J 2 T(A J). If A is jinitely generated and ;f Y = (A,},,, is a 
m.ultiplicativel3, closed collection of invertible ideals of D, then 
T(AD,) == T(B) D9 . 
If-4 is$nitely generated and if J is a quotient ring of D, then T(A J) = T(A) J. 
Proof. Pick x in T(A) J, h w ere x = Cy=, tp, , with ti E T(A) and vi E J. 
There exists a positive integer m such that tiAm C D, for each i between 1 
and n; it follows that for each i, tpiA771 C Dv, J C J. Therefore x E T(A J), 
since t,vi E T(A J) for each i between 1 and n. 
We now prove the second statement of Lemma 2. Suppose that 
x E T(AD,), and let {u.,}~=~ be a finite generating set for A. There is a positive 
integer T such that xair E D, , for each i between 1 and n. Then for some 
A E A, xairAh C D for 1 < i < n. Hence ~4, C T(cz,~, u$ ,..., anr) = 
T(q , a, ,..., 4 = T(A), and x E T(A) a,’ _C T(A) D.9 . Therefore 
T(AD,) _C T(A) D9, and T(,4D,) = T(A) D, . 
The third statement of Lemma 2 follows from the second in the following 
way. If  J ;= DN, where N is a multiplicatively closed system in D, then 
N = hJYEr . Let Y = {(.~y)}~~~ ; then J = Dp. 
Remark 2. A proof of the third assertion of Lemma 2 is essentially 
contained in the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [12]. In Lemma 2.5 of [12], Nagata 
assumes that D is Noetherian. 
The next result is an easy generalization of part (3) of Theorem 3.10 in [7]. 
LEMMA 3. Let D be an integral domain mith quotient field K. If S is a 
D-subnwdule of K and if {IW,,}~~~~ is the set of maximal ideals of D, then 
S = L,SQw,, ’ 
Proof. We clearly have S 2 nAE-,,SD,bln . I f  x E nnEdSD,VrA , then 
A = { d E D : dx E S} is an ideal of D, since S is a D-module. Since x E SD,\, 
x = s/c, where s E S and c E D - M,, . Then cx = s E S, thus -4 g llJ,i . 
Since this is true for each h E fl, A = D. Therefore 1 E d and x = 1.~ E S. 
COROLLARY 4. If A and B are ideals of a domain D such that T(AB)D, = 
CT(A) + T(B)1 D,, = W) D,,, + T(B) DMf OT each maximal ideal M of D, 
then T(AB) = T(A) + T(B). 
Proof. By Lemma 3, T(AB) = nAGAT D,,A, and T(A) + T(B) = 
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fLdV> + T(B)1 Qw,, - Hence T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) if and only if 
[T(A) + T(B)] D.,,z,, = T(dB) D,,, , for each A. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that N is a nzultiplicative system in an integral 
domain D and suppose that (I!~,&~ is the set of maximal ideais of D. 
(I) I f  D is a T,-domain, tlznz D, is a T,-domna’n. If  each D,,,, is a 
%,-domain, then D is a T,-domain. 
(2) If Tt is replaced throughout (1) by T3 ? then the resulting statemezats 
are also valid. 
Proof. This follows at once from Lemma 2 and Corollary 4. 
A Prtifer donzain is an integral domain D with identity in which each nonzero 
finitely generated ideal is invertible, or equivalently, in which D, is a valuation 
ring for each prime ideal P of D. 
COROLLARY 5. (i) A valuation ring is a T,-domain. 
(ii) A Prtifey domain D is a Il,-domain. 
(iii) -4 Dedekind domain D is a T,-domain. 
Proof. (i): This follows from the fact that the ideals of a valuation ring 
are linearly ordered by inclusion and from Proposition 1 (e). 
(ii): For each maximal ideal 114 of D, D, is a valuation ring and is 
therefore a T2-domain. By Theorem 5, D is a T,-domain. 
(iii): D is a Noetherian Priifer domain; hence D is a T,-domain. 
COROLLARY 6. If D is a T,-domain, then T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) for 
any invertible ideals A and B of D. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 4, it suffices to prove that T(AB) D,,,A = 
PC4 + T(B)1 QwA for each maximal ideal M,, of D. By Lemma 2? 
T(AB) &IA = WQ+?vJ, TV) DA<,, 
V&J. Further, DltIA 
= T(AD,,J, and T(B) D,^ = 
is a Ta-domain by Theorem 5, and since A and B are 
invertible in D, AD,,A and BD,VzA are principal [7, Corollary 6.51. It then 
follows that T(AB) D,,,A = [T(d) + T(B)] D,,,l . 
Remark 3. We will give an example in section 6 which shows (I) Lemma 2. 
fails if the hypothesis that A is finitely generated is dropped, (2) the analogue 
of Theorem 5 fails for TX ; in fact, D,,i, may be a T,-domain for each maximal 
ideal &I,] of D, while D is not a T,-domain, and (3) property TI need not hold 
in a Priifer domain. 
If  R is a ring and if (RA),jEA is a family of subrings of Ii, (R,) is said to be an 
ascending net if for any A1 , A, E A, there exists A, E A such that RA1 and R,* are 
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contained in R,,, . Suppose that (D,,}AEn is an ascending net of integral domains 
and suppose that K,, is the quotient field of DA , for each h E A. It is easily seen 
that D = U,iESID,, is an integral domain and that K = unEdKn is its quotient 
field. 
THEOREM 6. Let {D,,},,, be a net of integral domains and let D = UAEnD,, .
(1) If each D, is a T,-domain, then D is a T,-domain. 
(2) If each D, is a Tz-domain, tlzen D is a T,-domain. 
(3) Ij-each D, is a T,-domain, D need not be a T,-domain. 
Proof. For each X in A, let K, be the quotient field of D,, , and let 
K = UnenKA be the quotient field of D. We assume that each D, is a Tz- 
domain. Suppose that d = (al , a2 ,..., a,) and B = (b, , 6, ,..., b,) are two 
finitely generated ideals of D. Choose a E T(r2B) and pick r to be a positive 
integer such that x(AB)‘_C D. Let (uJ& be the set of monomials in 
a, , a4 ,..., a, of degree T, and let (zQ:=;r be the set of monomials in b, , 6, ,..., b, 
of degree r. We choose h E A such that x E K,\ , and 
If A, is the ideal of D, generated by {aiyr==l and if B, is the ideal of D, gen- 
rated by {bi)FJ”=, , then s(AIBJ _C D, . Clearly T(A,) _C T(A) and 
T(B,) L T(B); so x E T(;4,B,) = T(4,) + T(B,) _C T(rl) + T(B). Hence 
T(AB) = T(A) + T(B), and D is a T,-domain. This proves (2). 
I f  each D, is a Ta-domain, and if A == (a) and B = (b), then the above 
argument shows that D is a Ta-domain. Therefore, (1) holds. In section 6 
we will give an example that will establish (3). 
Let Y be the set of all ideal transforms of D, (that is, the set of all overrings 
of D of the form T(A), where A is an ideal of D) and let X be the set of all 
A-transforms of D, where A is finitely generated. We now give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for 2 and 2” to form distribute lattices with respect 
to the module operations of addition and intersection. 
THEOREM 7. For an integral domain D, the follozuing are equivalent: 
(1) D is a Tz-domain; 
(2) (~6, +, n> is a distributive lattice; 
(3) {.X, +, r\> is a lattice. 
Proof. (1) + (2): Let A and B be finitely generated ideals of D. The 
hypothesis and Proposition l(h) imply that Y is closed under both “+” and 
“n”. It is then easy to show that A’” is a lattice. To show that X is a distri- 
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butive lattice it is sufficient to prove that either of the distributive laws hold. 
We will prove 
(*) [T(A) t T(B)] n T(C) = [T(A) n T(C)] -t [T(B) n T(C)] 
for all T(A), T(B), T(C) E X. 
It is obvious that the right hand side of (*) is contained in the left hand side 
of (*). To prove the other inclusion it is sufficient to show that 
T(AB + C) c T[(A + C)(B + C)]. 
But this follows from the fact that 9B + C 2 (A + C)(B + C). 
(2) 3 (3) is clear. 
(3) s (1): X’ is closed under addition, hence there exists a finitely 
generated ideal C of I) such that T(A) + T(B) = T(C). By Theorem 4 (3), 
T(A) + T(B) = T(4B). 
COROLLARY 7. If  D satisfies the transform folmula, then (2, +, .Q> is a 
distl-ibutize lattice. 
COROLLARY 8. If  D is a Noetherian domain, then D satisjies the transform 
formula (f and only if (9, +, n> is a distributive lattice. 
Rernavii 4. The fact that T(AB) = T(A n B) for ideals A and 3 
of D leads to an interesting connection between the ideals of D and the 
ideal transforms of D, when D is assumed to satisfy the transform formula. 
Let (<fly 4, n; be the lattice of ideals of D. Then the map 
defined by d -+ T(d) is an order reversing lattice homomorphism which 
interchanges the operations “+I’ and “n” (that is, TjA + B) is T(d) n T(B) 
instead of T(d) + T(B), and T(A n B) is T(d) + T(B) instead of 
T(A) n T(B)). 
4. NOETHERIAN I(,-DOMAINS 
In a Yoetherian domain, properties Tl and Tz are equivalent. Hence, when 
discussing Noetherian Ti-domains we need only to consider Ti- and 
Ta-domains. The main result of this section is the characterization of 
Noetherian domains satisfying properties Tl and T3 . We show that a 
Noetherian domain satisfies these properties if and only if it has 
dimension < 1. 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose that A, , A, ,..., A,, , and 3 are ideals of a commutative 
ring R with identity. 
(i) B : L4i = B for 1 < i < n ;f and only if B : A,,4, ... A, = B. 
(ii) If Ai is invertible for 1 < i < n - 1 and if Ai : B = di for 
1 < i < n, then A,A, ... A, : B = A,A, ... A,. If Ai is invertible for 
1 < i < n and ;f A,A, *‘a A,, : B = A1A2 ..‘A,, then A, : B = ;2i for 
1 ,(i<n. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that B : Ai = B, for 1 < i < n. Then 
B : L41A2 -.. A, = B 
is an immediate corollary to the well known formula A : EC = (A : B) : C 
[16, p. 1471. Conversely, B = B : -4,4, a** 4% 2 B : Ai 2 B, for each i. 
Hence B = B : Ai, for 1 < i < n. 
(ii) By induction, it suffices to prove the first statement for n = 2, 
and in this case we need only show that A1A2 : B _C A,A, . Thus, if 
.xEA~A~: B, then xBCA,A,CA,. Since A,:B = A,, XEA~, and 
because A, is invertible, (x) = A,C for some ideal C of R [7, Theorem 6.21. 
Hence xB = A,CB _C A,A, , and CB CA, since A, is invertible. It follows 
that C c A, : B = A, and that (x) = A,C _C A,A, ; this completes the proof 
of the first statement. 
Assume the hypothesis of the second statement of (ii). We first prove that 
A;l(A,A, ... A,:B)=A,~~~A~ *.- A, : B for each i between 1 and n. 
Thus, since A, is invertible, we have 
x E A,*(8,4, ... A,z : B) o xdi _C -4,A, ... A, : B o .zL~~B _C A,A, ... A, 
~~BC~,...A-~...A,~~EA~...$...A,:B. 
VVe prove the second statement of (ii) by induction on n. For n = 1 the 
proof is trivial. Assume that n > 1 and that the result has been established for 
n - 1. We have A, ... A, : B = A;‘(A,A, ... A, : B) = A, ... A,. Hence 
A, : B = Ai , for i = 2, 3 ,... n. Furthermore, 
A, = (z42 -.- A,)-l(A,A, --A,:B)=A,:B. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
CQROLLARY 9. Let u and v  be nowzero elements of an integral domain D. 
v  (2~) : (v) = (u), then (a”) : (v”) = (un), fwr any nonnegative integers n 
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and 112. If  (u”) : (W) = ZP, where n and m are positive integers, thex 
(uj : (v) = (24). 
The next result is basic in our characterization of Noetherian T,-domains 
and in many of our results in section 5. 
THEOREM 8. If s and y  are nonzero elements of a domain D such that 
(x) : (y) = (x), then T(xy) = T(x) + T(y) implies that (x, yj = D. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 (2), there exist positive integers i and j and elements 
a and b of D such that l/~y = a/&y’ + S/yj. Then +lyj-l = ayi + bxi, and 
+l(y-1 - b-y) = ayj. This implies that a E (xi-l) : (yj) = (+r)-sap 
a = a&l. Then 3’j-l = a& + bx and yj-l(1 - a,y) = by, so that 
1 - a,y E (x) : (yj-l) = (x). It follows that 1 E (N, y), and (x, y) = D. 
Let a be in D and let -4 be an ideal of D. We sa!: that a is prime to r’l if 
d : (a) = A. A sequence {al , aB ,..., a,} of noninvertible elements in D is a 
prime sequence if (i) (al , aa ,..., a,> generates a proper ideal of D, and (ii) aj is 
prime to (fzr , a2 ,..., ajpl) for j = 2 ,..., n. 
COROLLARY 10. d T,-domain contains no prime sequence of length > 2. 
In particular, if {x, y} is a prime sequence in a domain D with identity, then 
T(q) f  T(x) + T(y). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that D is a domain with identity satisfying these three 
conditions: 
(1) D is one-dimensional. 
(2) Each nomero element of D belongs to oniy Jinitely many maximal 
ideals of D. 
(3) T(A) = T(rad 9), for each ideal A of D. Then D is a T,-domain. 
Proof. Let 4 and B be proper nonzero ideals of D and let {M~}~Ei be the 
finite set of maximal ideals of D containing both d and B. Suppose that 
(E’,>l=r is the set of maximal ideals of D containing 9 but not B and suppose 
that (Qi>b, is the set of maximal ideals containing B but not A. We set 
C, = nF=r Mi, C, = fit1 Pi, and C, = ns=, Qi . We have rad d = 
C, n C, = C,C, and rad B = C, n C, = CrCa . Using condition (3) and 
Lemma 1 (ii), we have T(B) + T(B) =: T(C,C,) + T(C,C,) = T(C,C,C,) = 
T(AB). Therefore, D is a T,-domain. 
COROLLARY 11. A one-dimensional Noethevian domain is a T,-domain. 
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THEOREM 9. Let D be a Noetherian integral domain. These three conditions 
are equivalent in D. 
(1) D has dimension < 1. 
(2) D satisjes property TI . 
(3) D satisjiesproperty T3 . 
Proof. (1) * (2) by Corollary 11. (2) 3 (3) is obvious. (3) + (1): 
We assume that D is not a field. Suppose that D has dimension > 1. If  M 
is a prime ideal of D of height 2, then D, is a 2-dimensional local domain, 
and Theorem 5 (2) implies that D,, is a T,-domain. Hence we assume without 
loss of generaiity that D is a 2-dimensiona local ring with maximal ideal hf. 
Let D* be the integral closure of D in its quotient field. By [7, Theorem 9.81, 
D* is a 2-dimensional domain. Let N* and P* be prime ideals of D* such 
that N* 3 P* 3 (0). Define D’ = D*N*, N’ = N*D’, and P’ = P*D’. 
Then we have N’ n D = N* n D = n/l, P’ n D = P* n D = P, and 
MT) P3 (0). 
Theorems 33.10 and 33.12 of [13] imply that D* is a Noetherian Krull 
domain, and Corollary 35.6 of [7] implies that D’ = D*N* is a Krull domain. 
If  x E M, x 4 P, then x E M’, x 6 P’. Since D’ is a Krull domain, x is contained 
in only a finite number of minimal prime ideals of D’-say, {Pi’}rSI is the set. 
NOW, for each i, Pi = Pi r\ D C N’ n D = M, and hence each Pi is a 
minimal prime ideal of the local ring D. We now choose y  E P, y 6 uztIPi , 
and we note that y  E P’, y $ uFC,PI’ . Therefore x and y  belong to no common 
minimal prime ideals in the Krull domain D’, and this implies that 
(x) : (y) = (x).” M oreover, (x, y) _C N’ C D’. By Theorem 8, 
T(xyD’) # T(xD’) + T(yD’). 
But this contradicts Corollary 2. Therefore D is one-dimensional. 
COROLLARY 12. An overring of a Noetherian T,-domain is a Noetherialz 
T,-domain. In particular, the integral closure of a Noetherian Ti-domain is a 
Noetherian T,-domain. 
Proof. Any overring of a one-dimensional Noetherian domain is a 
Noetherian domain of dimension < 1 [lo, Theorem 931. 
5. KRULL DOMAINS AND THE TRANSFORM FORMULA 
In this section we consider either Krull domains or certain generalizations 
of Krull domains, and their connections with the transform formula. Our 
2 See the explanation after Theorem 10. 
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definitions are taken from [7, Section 351, but will be repeated here for com- 
pleteness. Let 1) be a domain with quotient field K and let 9 = fVJAeZ1 be a 
family of valuation overrings of D. D is a gennalixed Krzdl domain &t/z 
deJini?zg family 9, if 
(b) Each I’,, has rank 1; 
(c) Each nonzero x of D is a nonunit in only finitely many T/,‘s; 
(d) Each F?,, is essential for D. (r/-,+ is essentia2 for D if V,, is a quotient 
ring of D.) If (a), (b), and (c) hold, then D is called a domabz of finite real 
character. D is, of course, called a KruZZ domain if D satisfies (a), (c), (d), and 
(b’) Each r/r,, is a discrete rank 1 valuation ring. D is a domain of KrulZ 
type if (a)? (c) and (d) hold. D is of$nite character if (a) and (c) hold [5]. 
We list here for future reference Nagata’s Theorem which was stated in the 
introduction. 
THEOREM 10. (Nagata [I 1, p. 591). I f  A is a nonzero ideal of a Krull 
domain D and ;f {P,,},,EA is the set of minimal prime ideals of D, thefz T(A) is the 
intersection of tlzose D,,‘s such that A e PA . 
By this result, if il is a nonzero ideal of a Krull domain D and if (P,>yZl is 
the set of minimal prime ideals of D containing d, then 
T(A) = T(P,P, a.. P,) = T(P,“1P? a** P?;q 
for any positive integers e, , e, ,..., e, . Hence the transform formula holds in 
D if and only if T(PIPZ ... P.J = Cy=,T(P,) for any minimal prime ideals 
PI , p2 ,.-., PqE of D. Notice also that in a generalized Krull domain D, if x 
and y are nonzero elements of D, then (x) : (y) = (x) if and only if x and y 
belong to no common minimal prime ideal of D. (Note : It is easy to establish 
this fact by first using Corollary 35.10 of [7], and then adjusting the proof of 
Theorem 11, Chapter 4 of [16] to this situation.) Hence, in view of Theorem 8, 
if D is a generalized Krull domain, and if x and y are elements of D which 
belong to no common minimal prime ideal of D, then T(xy) = T(x) + T(y) 
implies that (x, y) = D. 
THEOREM 11. A generalized Krull domain wlzich is a T,-domain has 
dimension < 1; if D is a domain ofJinite character of dimension < 1, tRen D is a 
T,-domain. 
Proof. Assume that D is a Ts-domain and that dimension D > 2. Choose 
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a nonminimal proper prime ideal M of D and a nonzero element x of&f. Since 
D is a generalized Krull domain, the set of minima1 prime ideals containing x 
is finite; say (P,lF=l is the set. I f  y  E n/I, y  4 U.r=,P, , then (x, y) f  D. But x 
and y  belong to no common minimal prime ideal of D. By Theorem 8, we 
have T(x~) # T(X) + T(y). Hence, dimension D ,< 1. 
Now assume that D is a domain of finite character of dimension ,( 1. 
By Corollary 6 of [5], D is a Priifer domain, and is therefore a T,-domain. 
Notice that the proof of the first statement of Theorem 11 is invalid if 
“generalized Krull domain ” is replaced by “domain of finite character”. 
That this is the case follows from the fact that our proof requires each non- 
unit of D to be contained in a minimal prime ideal of D. In [14], Ohm has 
given an example which shows that this is not necessarily true in a domain of 
finite real character. We next give some applications of Theorem 11 to Krull 
domains. 
COROLLARY 13. In a IGull domain D, the following are equivalent: 
(i) D is a T,-domain; 
(ii) D is a T,-domain; 
(iii) D is a T,-domain; 
(iv) D is a Dedekind domain. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) 2 (iii) is clear. (iii) =S (iv) by Theorem 11 and the fact 
that a one-dimensional Krull domain is a Dedekind domain. (iv) 3 (i) is 
part (iii) of Corollary 5. 
COROLLARY 14. In a UFD D, the follozving are equivalent: 
(i) D is a T,-domain; 
(ii) D is a T,-domain; 
(iii) D is a T,-domain; 
(iv) D is a PID. 
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 13 and the fact that a Dedekind 
domain is a UFD if and only if D is a PID, by Proposition 3 1.6 of [7]. 
An almost Dedekind domain is defined by Gilmer in [6] to be a domain D 
such that D,\* is a Dedekind domain for each maximal ideal M of D. Pirtle in 
[15] calls D an almost Krull domain if Dp is a Krull domain for each prime 
ideal P of D. He then shows that D is an almost Krull domain if and only if 
D, is a Krull domain for each maximal ideal M of D. Clearly an almost 
Dedekind domain is an almost Krull domain. 
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COROLLARRP 15. 1~ an almost Krull domain D, the following are equizalerrt: 
(i) D is a T,-domain; 
(ii) D is a T,-domain; 
(iii) D is an almost Dedekind domain. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) is clear. 
(iij - (iii): I f  D . is a Ts-domain and if M is a maximal ideal of U, then D 
xI is a Krull domain and D,\, satisfies property T3 . Hence dimension 
D, = 1 for each maximal ideal M of D, and therefore D,, is a Dedekind 
domain for each M. Thus, D is an almost Dedekind domain 
(iii) 7 (i): An almost Dedekind domain is a Prtifer domain, and hence 
by part (ii) of Corollary 5, D is a T,-domain. 
?Ve consider the following property on an integral domain D, which we 
label as (pj. 
(p) If  A is any ideal of D, then there is a finitely generated ideal d* of D 
contained in A such that T(A) = T(A*); moreover, T(AB) = T(.4*B*) 
for any ideals A and B of D. 
The next three corollaries follow from previous results; Corollary 16 
follows from Lemma 1 (iv), Corollary 17 follows from part (3j of Theorem 4, 
and Corollary 18 follows from Corollary 17 and the definition of property (,u), 
COROLLARRP 16. If d, B, and C are ideals of a domai?z D satisfuing (CL), 
and if T(A) contains T(B), then T(SC) > T(BC). 
COROLLARY 17. If A and B are ideals of an integral domain D with property 
(p), alld if T(A) + T(B) is the transform of an ideal of D, then 
T(AB) = T(A) + T(B). 
COROLLARY 1X. If D is an integral domain with property (p), then property 
Tz holds in D if and only if property TI holds in D. 
THEOREM 12. If A is an ideal of a gefzeralixed Krull domain D, then there 
exist x, y  E A such that the ideals B and (x, y) are contained in exactly the same 
minimal prime ideals of D. If D is a Krall domain, then T(A) = T(x, y) 
Proof. I f  A = (0) or if B = D, the result is clear. I f  (0) CA C D, pick 
x E A, x # 0, and let (Pi}FEkl be the finite set of minimal prime ideals of D 
which contain X. Any minimal prime ideal of D containing A must contain X; 
hence, we can assume that the labeling of the Pi’s is such that A C &Pi , 
while A p Pj for m + 1 < j < n. If  m = n, then (x, 0) is the required ideal. 
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I f  m < n, we picky E A, y  $ (Uyzm+lPj). Then {P,}y=-;l is the set of minimal 
primes of D which contain the ideal (x, y). The second statement of the 
theorem is immediate from Theorem 10. 
COROLLARY 19. If  D is a Krull domain, if A, B, and C are ideals of D, 
and if T(A) + T(B) = T(C), then T(A) + T(B) = T(AB). 
Proof. Theorems 10 and 12 imply that D satisfies property (p). Now apply 
Corollary 17. 
The original motivation for several of the results of section 2 was to deter- 
mine necessary and sufficient conditions for ideals A and 3 of a Krull domain 
D to satisfy the formula T(AB) = T(A) + T(B). Thus our next project is 
to interpret some of these results in terms of ideals of a Krull domain. We will 
consistently use the notation T(P,), T(Q),), and T(R,) instead of the more 
cumbersome T(P,P, ... P,), T(Q,QB ... Q,), and T(R,R, .._ R,). 
COROLLARY 20. Let A and B be ideals of a Krull domain D. 
(i) I f  A (resp., B) is contained irt no ~~inimal prime ideal of D, then 
T(AB) = T(A) + T(B). 
(ii) I f  {P& , {Q& , and {Rk}zzl are miGna1 prime ideals of D 
such that Pi and Qj are comarimal for i = l,..., n and j = l,..., m, then 
T(PiQ,%) = W&c) + TtQ,Rd 
(iii) I f  {P,}Fzl v  (R,}L=, is the set of minimalprime ideals of D containing 
A, if (Qj}zl u (Rk};;PzI is the set of minimal prime ideals of D containing B, 
and if Pi and Qj are comaximal for i = l,..., n a?zd j = l,..., m, then T(4B) = 
T(A) + T(B). 
Proof. (i): By Theorem 10, T(AB) = T(B) = D + T(B) = T(A) + T(B). 
(ii): The ideals PIP, ... P, and QIQe ... Qm are comaximal. By Lemma 
l(ii), T(P,QjR,) = T(P,R,) + T(QjRk). d 
(iii): This follows directly from (ii) and Theorem 10. 
COROLLARY 21. Let a and b be nonzero elements of a Krull domain D, let 
{P,}Fzl u {Rk.}i=l be th e set of minimal prime ideals of D containing a, let 
(Qi& u WdL, be th e set of minimal prime ideals of D containing 6, and 
suppose that {Pi}rcl n (Q$‘!!l = 4. If  J is the intersection of all Dp , where P is 
a minimal prime ideal of D distinct from each R, , then T(ab) = T(a) + T(b) 
if and only if a J + b J = J. 
Proof. By Theorem 10, J = T(a, b). Now apply Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 22. Let ,4 and B be norzero ideals of a Krull domain D, let 
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{P& v {R,}l=, be the set of minimal prime ideals of D containing A, /et 
(OjzLI v (RR,.};=, be the set of minimal prime ideals qf D containing 3, and 
Oppose that !‘pifr=, n (Qjyyl‘4, = 6. If J is the intersection of all DP , where P is 
a minimal prime ideal of D distinct from each R, , and if (-$=lR, is the radical 
of an iwertible ideal of D, then T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) and -41 f  BJ = J. 
P~ooj. Theorem 10 implies that J = T(B, B). The result now follows 
from Theorem 1. 
We now develop some additional necessary and sufficient conditions for 
ideals -4 and B of a Krull domain D to satisfy the transform formula. First, we 
need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 6. If d is a Jinitely generated ideal of a domain D. arzd $ j is a 
subring of T(d) containing D, then T(A) = T(,IJ). 
Pwqf. This is Lemma 2.5 of [12]. 
LEMMA 7. If A and B are nonzero ideals of a Krull domain D, if (R,),=, as 
the set of minimal prime ideals of D containing A + B, and if J is the intersection 
of all Dp where P is a minimal prime ideal of D distinct from each R, , then 
T(ABD) = T(dD) + T(BD) if and only if T(ABJ) = T(aJ) + T(BJ). 
Proof. By Theorem 10, we have J = T(d, B); hence 
D C J C T(A) n T(B) C T(U). 
By Lemma 6, T(ABD) = T(ABJ), T(AD) = T(AJ), and T(BD) = T(BJ). 
Therefore T(ABD) = T(AD) + T(BD) if and only if 
T(ABJ) = T(AJ) + T(BJ). 
(E) Let _d and B be nonZero ideals of a Krull domain D, let 
be the set of minimal prime ideals of D containing A, let {Q,)& u {R,j;=, be the 
set of lninimal prime ideals of D containing B, let J be the intersection of all Dp 
.where P is a minimal prime ideal of D distinct from each R, , and suppose that 
(P,}i”_l n {Qj);LI = c$. If  (nFZ,Pi) n (n,“klQj) is the radical of a principal ideal, 
then T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) if and only if A J + B J = J. 
(E’) I f  A and B are nonzero ideals of a Krull domain J such that A axd B 
are contained in no common minimalprime ideal of J, a?zd if rad (AB) = rad (x) 
f  or some x E J, then T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) if and only if A f  B = J. 
LEMMA 8. (E) and (E’) are equivaknt. 
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Proof. (E) * (E’): Let {Pi}~Y, (resp., ($Qz”=,) be the set of minimal prime 
ideals of J containing A (resp., B). Since 4 and B are contained in no common 
minimal prime ideal of J, (&Pi) n (nJ!!;,Qj) = rad (AB). Then (E) implies 
that T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) if and only if izJ’ + BJ’ = J’, where J’ = J. 
(E’) a (E): Let J, {P,)i”_l , {Qj& , and {Rli}fzl be as in (E). Then AJ 
and BJ are ideals of J which are contained in no common minimal prime 
ideal of J. We have {P,Dpi n J}& is the set of minimal prime ideals of 
J containing 41, and (QjDoj n ]zLl is the set of minimal prime ideals 
of j containing B J. I f  (fl,“=,PJ n (&Qj) = rad (x), where x ED, then 
rad XJ = [n&#‘J&, n J)] n [r)zl(QjDoj n 11 = rad (ABJ). 
Applying (E’), we have T(ABJ) = T(AJ) + T(BJ) if and only if 
4j + BJ = J. But {&>LX1 is th e set of minimal prime ideals of D containing 
,4 + B. By Lemma 7 and (E), T(AB) = T(4) + T(B) if and only if 
AJfBJ=J. 
THEOREM 13. (I?) and (IX’) are valid. 
Proof. We establish this result by showing that (E’) is valid. I f  
A + B = J, then Lemma 1 (ii) implies that T(L4B) = T(A) + T(B). 
Conversely, assume that T(AB) = T(A) + T(B). Since J is a Krull domain, 
T(AB) = T (rad AB) = T(rad (x)) = T(x). Then l/x = z1 + zp , where 
.zl E T(A) and xa E T(B). Thus 1 = ~zr + xxa , and we show that XZQ E rad B, 
while X,Q E rad 9. If  v  is an essential valuation on J, then v  is associated with 
some minimal prime ideal P of J. I f  P $4 and P 3 B, then ZJ(ZJ > 0 and 
I > 0, so that V(XX~) >, 0 and V(XZ~) >, 0. I f  P >_ a, then P 2 B, so that 
V(X) > 0, ~(2%) 3 0, and hence V(XZ~) > 0, while D(x+) = 0. Similarly, if 
P 3 B, then v(xzJ > 0 and .u(xxa) = 0. It follows that XX, and NX~ are in J 
and that xx1 E rad B, while X.Z$ E rad ,4. This shows that J = rad A + rad B, 
and consequently ] = A + B. 
We leave the following as an open question: If  4 and B are ideals of a Krull 
domain D contained in no common minimal prime ideals of D, does 
T(AB) = T(A) + T(B) imply that A + B = D ? 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
An almost Dedekind domain D is a Ptifer domain, and hence a Ta-domain. 
In this section we construct an almost Dedekind domain that is not a Tl- 
domain. This example is used to answer several important questions about the 
transform formula. 
Our construction uses strongly a special case of Lemma 4.2 of [2]. This 
special case is denoted below by (*). 
(*) I f  (P&, and {U& are finite collections of distinct maximal ideals 
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of a Dedekind domain J such that J/P, and J/Uj are finite for each i and j, 
then there exists a simple quadratic extension K(t) of K, the quotient field of Js 
such that each Pi is inertial with respect to K(t), and each CI decomposes with 
respect to K(t).3 
THE EXAMPLE. Let 2 denote the ring of integers and let Q denote the 
field of rational numbers. Suppose that p is a fixed prime integer in Z. Let T’be 
the rank one discrete valuation ring ZcO) on Q, and denote by P the maximal 
ideal pZ,,j of Zce) . 
By (w), there is an algebraic number t1 which is quadratic over Q such that P 
decomposes with respect to Q, = Q(tl). Thus, if D, is the integral closure of 
F7 in Q, Y then D, is a PID with two maximal ideals P,, and P,, , where 
PD, = P,,P,, . Moreover, D,/Pli is finite for i = 1, 2. Reapplying (*) to the 
families (PIJ and {P12> in D, , it follows that there is an algebraic number t, 
quadratic over -Q1 such that P,, is inertial with respect to Q? = Q,(t,) = 
Q(tl I t,), while Pp2 decomposes with respect to Q, . I f  D, is the integral 
closureof D, in Qi! (which is equal to the integral closure of I’ in QJ? then D, 
is a PID with three maximal ideals P,, , Pz2 , Pz3 , where P,,D, = P,, I 
P,,D, = P,,P,, , and hence PD, = P,,P,,P,, . 
We assume that we have chosen algebraic numbers t, , t, ,..., t,. such that 
these conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If  Qi = Q(tl, t, ,..., ti) for I < i < I-, then [Qi : Qi-J = [Q1 : Q] = 2 
for 2 < i < 3’. 
(2) For 1 < i < r, the integral closure Di of k’ in Qi is aPID with i + 1 
maximal ideals Pi, , Pi, ,..., P,,i+l . Moreover, Pi, = P,-,,,D, , Pi, = 
P,-,,sDi ,..., Pi,,_, = Pi-,,t_,Di , and P,iPi,i+l = Pipl.;Di for 2 :< i -< P, 
while PD, = P11P12 . 
Since [Qr : Q] is finite, it follows that D,/P,., is finite for I < i < Y + 1, 
and hence we can reapply (*) to the collections {P,&l and (P,,,.+l} of maximal 
ideals of D,. . We conclude that there is an algebraic number trtl quadratic 
over QI such that if D,,, is the integral closure of D, in QrG1 = Qr(tr+&, 
then Drtl is a PID (because it is a Dedekind domain with only finitely many 
maximal ideals) with r + 2 maximal ideals P,+l,l , Pr.+l,P ,.~., P,+l,,.+, , where 
PviD r+l = Gl.i for 1 < i < Y, while P,. +lDr+l = P.r+l,r+l P . i’+l,,.i2. 
3 Let D be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K + D, and let P be a maximal 
ideal of D. If K(t) is a separable quadratic extension field of K and if D* is the integral 
closure of D in K(t), then [7, 34.91 shows that the prime factorization of PD* in D* 
has the form (P, ... P,)” where efg = 2 and where f = [D”/Pi : D/P] for 1 < i < g. 
If e = 2, we say that P ramifies with respect to K(t); lk “f = 2, we say that P is inertial’ 
with respect to K(t); and if g = 2, P decomposes with respect to K(t). 
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By the principle of mathematical induction, we can find an infinite sequence 
{ti>pZ1 of algebraic numbers such that conditions (1) and (2) above hold for 
each positive integer i. We set L = Q(t, , t, ,..., t n ,,. .) = u,“=,Qi , and we let 
D = uy=,D, . Then D is the integral closure of V in L [7, Proposition 7.61. 
We claim that D is a one-dimensional Bezout4 domain which is almost 
Dedekind. Since D is the integral closure of Jr in L, an algebraic extension 
of Q, D is a one-dimensional Priifer domain [7, Theorem 18.31; D is the 
union of an ascending chain of PID ‘s, and hence is a Bezout domain. If M is 
a maximal ideal of D, then M = u~l(M n Di), and (M n Di+J n Di = 
M n Dj for each positive integer i. It is easy to verify that the set of maximal 
ideals of D is {Mi}TZ”=, where MO = PIB u Pz3 u PN ‘.. = WE1 Pi,i,l, 
and where Mk = PjlB u ... u PTc--l,k u Pkk u Pk+l,k u *.- = Uyz,Pi, = 
uz,PkkDi = Pkg(u>lDi) = P,,D, f  or each positive integer Iz. It follows 
that n/r, is a principal ideal for each positive integer k, and hence D,,I; = Vk is 
a rank one discrete valuation ring for each k. iL’Ioreover, DMO = V,, is a discrete 
valuation ring, as the following argument shows. We have 
pD, = PDi = PilPi2 ‘.- Pi,i+l 
for each i, and since each Di is a Dedekind domain, p # (P,,,+$ for each i. 
Thus, p 6 U,“l(Pi,,+l)z = A!!$. This shows that M,,* C Al,, , and therefore D 
is an almost Dedekind domain [7, Theorem 29.51. 
THEOREM 14. Let D be the domain constructed above. If A = fl~=,iV&-, 
and B = ~~~,ill,i , then the following statements are valid: 
(1) AnB =pD; 
(2) T(A) = f7KJ72i ; 
(3) T(B) = f-)E J/g,-, ; 
(4) T(A) + T(B) = V, . 
Proof. (1): By direct computation, we have 
.AnB=G(AnBnD,) 
i=l 
= (j (Pi1 n Pi, n -.a n P,,,+J = fi pDi = PD. 
i=l id 
(2): We have P,i,,j-,D = M,+, for j < i, and Pzi,,,,D _C hf2,, . 
Hence, for any i, P2i,lP2i,3 ... Pzi,,i+,D _C A. For each positive integer i, 
p2i.lp2i,3 ... P,i,,z,,D g Msi . It follows that A g PzisziD = Mzi , for each i. 
4 A Beaout domain is a domain with identity in which each finitely generated ideal 
is principal. 
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Suppose that .a E T(A), then xdn C D for some positive integer n. Pick 
a E A, a 6 Air,, . Then xa fi = y E D, which implies that z = y/a” E D,,,?< = Vz, a 
Consequently, T(A) _C (-$?=rVsi .
If x E nTz,V2i , then we choose Y so that x E Qar-r = Q(tr , 5, ,..., t,,-,). 
Then 
It follows that x E T(Plr--1,1P2r--1,3 ... Pzr-l,er-lD) L T(A), since 
p*r-l,lP”-r-13 ..’ Pzi.--1,2r.--1D > A. 
Thus, T(A) = (J;ziV2T2i . 
(3): This proof is similar to the proof of (2). 
(4): First note that I’, n Qzrpl = V,, n QB,.-l == (DeT-1)p2r--1,27. 
YOW let z E fiLIVzi ; there is a positive integer r such that z E V2,, n Q2F.-1 = 
(&--I)P2r--1,2r . But (Dfr--l)P,,-l,,,. C I’, . Similarlp, T(B) C V,, , and, hence, 
T(A) + T(B) c v, . 
On the other hand, if z E VO , there is a positive integer r sluch 
that x E Ii, n Qzr = (D&, = Wzr,J’w,z ... P.71.;2i.-lPT,. p ... Ptr,2& 
Since the transform formula 2% in D&D,, is a PID), 
z E T(P2r.1P2r,3 ... Pw,sr-1> + T(P.),,&‘?;,31 ..’ Per,p) 
c W’zr,iPw,a ... Pw,mDj + T(Pa.,“,P.?r.,I ... Pw,d) 
_C T(A) + T(B). Therefore, I’, = T(3) + T(B). 
COROLLARY 23. Let the notation be as in Theorem 15. 
(i) Tl need not hold in an almost Dedekizd domain which is Bezout; 
hence, Tl freed loot hold in a Priifw domain. 
(ii) Tire integral closure of a rarlk one discrete valuation ring k an in&its 
algebraic extension of its quotient field need flat be a T,-domain. 
(iii) The uGon of an ascending sequence D, .C D, L ~.. of PID’s need nof 
be a T,-domain. 
(iv) Property Tz does not imply property Tl . 
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(v) If  D is a domain such that D, is a T,-domain for each maximal ideal 
M of D, then D is not necessarily a T,-domain. 
(vi) If the ideal C is not finitely generated, then T(CD,,) may properly 
contain T(C) D,, for some ma.ximal ideal M of D. 
(vii) T(A) + T(B) may be an over&g of D, while 
T(A) + T(B) f  T(AB). 
l’roof. (i): T(dB) = T(p) = D[l/p] 3 D,,,10 = VO . Then D[l/p] = L 
and T(A) + T(B) = V, C T(AB). 
Parts (ii)-(v) and part (vii) of Corollary 23 are clear. 
(vi): Since T(AB) # T(A) + T(B), Corollary 4 implies that 
T(B) D, f  T(A) D, + T(B) D, 
for some maximal ideal M of D. Now T(c@) = T(a) + T@) for any ideals o( 
and /3 of D, , and for any maximal ideal M of D. It follows then that the 
equations T(AB) D,v = T(ABD,)> T(A) D, = TW’,), T(B) D,, = 
T(BD,) cannot be true for every M. Therefore (vi) fails. 
Remark 5. Part (iii) of Corollary 23 completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
In conclusion, we remark that we know no example of a domain with 
property T3 , but not property T2 . 
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